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ABSTRACT
THE DEFIHITIOT{ OF STALKIHG:
I TS II I STOR I CAL COHTE}TT ATTD CURRENT STATUS
An Historical Research Study
by
Christine H. Freund
Hay 14, 1994
The purpose of this siudy is to examine the
historieai context of stai king to determine i ts eurrent
status as a social probl em. in the past 30 years
stalking has increased in both reported extent and
severity. The study tracked stalking through history
from the Roman era to the present. Data was coliected
through the examination of legai testimonials, popular
Iiterature and articles by those currentiy working with
stalkinq victims and stalkers. The study found, evidence
that stal king is gradua i I y becoming recogni zed as a
social problem.
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tCHAPTER I
INTRODUCT ION
The growing awareness of stalking has heen the
subject of highty publicized deaths of women throughout
the United states (Hendricks, 1993 ) . Reaction to public
outcry about these deaths forced I awmakers in the United
states to take action against it in 1990. By the end of
1993, I aws against stalking were enacted in 48 states
(CoIe, 1994). "L=gislation is a strategy that has
perhaps the greatest potential for bringing cI osure on
the issue of a social problem diagnosis"...hut
legislation may address only a small aspect of the
problem because social problems are very difficult to
define in IegaIIy enforceable terms" (york, rgB2, p.
52 ) . Society is deal ing with an issue for which there
i s insuf f i ci ent evidence on how t o address i t
ef f ectivel y. Bef ore 
.this issue can he f ul 1y addressed
at a pol icy 1 evel , the nature and extent of the stal king
phenomenon must be examined.
The purpose of this study is to determine if
stalking is a social problem. This study uses a
conceptual framework for defining a social probl em to
trace stalking through history and place it into context
as a current soci aI prob I em.
2The reason for stud,ying this particular issue stems from
the lack of attention it has received despite its
reported increase in the past decade. According to a
I eading authority on stal king , Dr, Park Dietz , "Since
1958, there have been as many injurious attacks on
publ i c figures by mental I y disordered peopl e who gave
some warniilg, . . . as there r^rere the preceding 17 5 years"
(coIe, 1994, p. 34).
Stalking r^rithin this study is def ined as: the
wiIlful, malicious and repeated following or harassment
of another person who makes a credible threat with the
intent to place that person in reasonable fear of death
or great bodily injury or to place that person in
reasonable tear of the death or great bodily injury of
his or her immediate family (Cuy, 1993; Beck, 1992;
Fahnestock, I993; Perez, 1993; O'ReiIly, 1993; Strikis,
1993; Hendricks, 1993). There are three classifications
of stalking identified by experts and law enforcement,
these include: domestic violence stalking, workplace
harassment and ceI ebrity stalking ( Fahnestock, 1gg3 ) .
The act of stalking does not limit itself to
anyone. It disregards race, age, grender, sexual
orientation, financial status and position (Mi11er,
1993 ) . Stalkers can be men or women, individuals,
groups and even our government.
No one can say how r+idespread stai king is because i t has
never been classified as a crime (Beck, Lggz; Guy,
1993 ) . However, estimates are that nearl y g0 percent of
all women murdered by a husband or boyfriend, in the
united states, were staiked ( Beck, 1992; Guy, rg93 ) .
studies predict ahout 5 percent of the women in the
general popul ation in the United States wi I 1 be a victim
of stalking in their lifetime (Guy, r9g3). I,Iuch closer
to home, in Minnesota, 26 of the 39 women murd,ered in
1992 were by someone they knew (Dyrstad, 1gg2). These
figures dePict the potential probl em stalking presents
for this Country.
4CHAPTER I I
CONCEPTUAL FR,A},TEWORK
The conceptual framework for the research involved
answering key questions for determining the existence of a
soci a I probl em. The f ramework provi des the necessary
structure for answering the research question: Is stalking a
social problem? The nature and significance of staiking were
reached through the use of this conceptual framework.
A. Historical Analysis of Defining a social problem
An historical anaiysis of this research is essential in
determining the history of a social probl em. History provides
further understand,ing of the prior classification of the
phenomenon and examines its current significance as a social
problem (chambers, rgg3). By exploring the historical
context of a probl em Chambers ( 1993 ) cI aims the current
status of the problem can be understood.
Eive key questions provide the found.ation for an
historical anaiysis of a social problem for this study. The
questions answered in the historical anal ysis are : ( I ) Why is
the issue being raised as a probl em at this time? ( 2 ) Is it
a "new" probl em? ( 3 ) What are the precedents for the ideas
and values heing used to define the probiem? (4) Who are the
actors now defining this issue as a social problem and how
are they dif ferent f rom past actors?
tr
( 5 ) What condi ti ons are present now to suggest di f ferent
outcomes or make society more receptive to change?
(Chamhers, 1993) The five questions proposed by Chambers
( I993 ) provide a base for an historical anal ysis for this
study. Additionally, Chambers (I993) claims four dimensions
are useful in defining and addressing the scope of a social
problem. These four dimensions are needed to further
analyze stalking as a social problem.
B. Four Dimensions of Problem Formulation
The historical anal ysis in this study examined boLh the
former and current status of stalking. The current status of
stalking was addressed through four dimensions described by
chambers ( 1993 ) . The four dimensions are: ( 1 ) the way the
problem is defined, {2) its causes and conseguences, (3) the
ideologies and values that make the events a concern and (4)
who will benefit and lose from the existenee of the problem
(chambers, r993, p. 10). These dimensions are essential
parts of the framework for probl em formul ation addressed in
the historical anal ysis of this study.
Def ini ti on and lleasurement
Key pieces of the formuiation of staiking as a social
problem are the definition and measurement of the prohlem
(neIson, 1984).
6The first. d,imension of probiem formuiation, t,he Hay the
probl em is def ined, d,escribed by Chamhers ( 1gg3 ) is turther
addressed by NeI son ( 1gB4 ) in an historical anal ysis.
The historical definition and measurement of staiking are
important in forming an historical context for the present
s tatus of s ta1 king
Determination of a problem's importance is also part of
defining and measuring a social problem. It is necessary to
identify who thinks the issue is a problem as well as the
number affected.
The Importance of a probl em
Chambers (1993) states that determination of the
importanee of a social probl em depend,s upon two things : ( 1)
the power and status of those who are defining the prohlem
and urging the expenditure of resources toward a solution and
(2) the sheer number of peopre affected,. NeIson (rgg4)
cl aims the determinati on of a social probl em depends not onl y
on the existence of conditions unacceptable to some people
but also on organization to red,ress those conditions an a
medium of social support for the effort.
it is not enough to address a probiem from a trad,itional
research framework but also to assess the poI itical
environment, community readiness to deal with the prohlem and
a measurement of the resources the community witl commit
toward, a solution (Kettner, Moroney & Martin, 1g90. p. 41).
7This study wiil emphasize chambers (tg93) four
dimensions of problem formulation to assess various factors
in determining stal kinq as a social probl em. The four
dimensions of problem formulation are the basis for the stud.y
with five key guestions addressed to establ ish the historical
perspective of sta 1 king .
ICHAPTER I I I
HETHODOLOGY
This study incorporates a historical/comparative
methodol ogy to expl ore the phenomenon of stal king .
Qualitative methods are used in the formuiation of stalking
as a social problem. The study gathers secondary data on
staiking and related phenomena to Iook for common themes
throughout history to expl ain past and predict future
occurrences. The procedures used in gathering data as well
as methods for anal yzing the data are detai I ed bel ow.
A. Procedures
one source of secondary data comes from tape recorded
hearings from January 28, 1993 of t.linnesota Senate File 33.
other sources of data include journal articles, state anti-
stalking I aws and popular I iterature, such as newspaper and
magazine articl es. titerature about historical research
methods was also useful in examining this phenomenon.
The issue of stalking was traced through history to look
for common patterns (Rubin & Babbie, I993 ) . An historical
PersPective of stalking from the Roman era to the lgg0's
identifies the potential causes and conseguences of the
Perceived social problem of stalking. The classification of
the phenomenon and past actors who made a determination about
its imPortance during each of the time periods are recorded
and discussed in the research as we1I.
vB. AnaI ysis
The methods utilized in data anaiysis are part of an
historical anal ysis in this study. A Chronol ogy ( see Figure
4 . I ) i I I ust rates the phenomenon wi th important time peri ods
and dates urhich expl ain the connections of prior phi I osophies
and actors defining the issue with current actors (Chambers,
1993 ) . ExpI anations of occurrences in each time period
assist in identifying how the phenomenon was cI assified
ouring that time. Another method of data analysis used in
probl em formul ati on was a causal chain ( Chambers , 1 993 ) .
Connections are drawn from the cause(s) of the social problem
to the final consequence(s) (Chambers, 1993). Causal chains
( see Figures 4 .2 4 . 4 ) detai I ing connecti ons between
cause(s) and consequence(s) of each form of stalkinq are
detai 1 ed in Chapter four.
The methods used in anaiyzing this issue al1ow for
examination of common themes, pdtterns and attitudes to form
an expl anati on of past occurrences and predictions for the
future (Rubin, Babbie, 1993; Leddy, 1gg3).
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CHAPTER IV
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
An historical analysis of a problem involves examining
interactions in prior po1 itical , economic, rel igious and
wel fare systems whi ch form the foundation for understanding a
current social probl em (Chambers, I993 ) . In the current
study, the research question is: Is staiking a social
probl em? An historical anal ysis addresses the history and
actors defining the social probl em to make connections with
current def ini ti ons .
A. The Historical Context of the Problem
Riehard Spano (I993) addresses the importance of
establ ishing a histori cal cont ext as a precondi ti on to
understanding social poI icy devel opment . Chambers ( 1993 )
cl aims that the current con,eeption of a social probl em and
its current actors connect with past conceptions and actors.
Five questions estahl ish an historical context of staiking in
this study. The f ive questions are: ( 1) t+hy is the issue
being raiseo as a probl em at this moment in history? ( 2 ) Is
thi s a "new" probl em? ( 3 ) What are the precedents f or the
ideas and values being used Lo define the probl em? ( 4 ) Who
are the actors now rief ining this issue as a social probl em
and how are they di f f erent f rom past actors? ( 5 ) What
conditions are present now to suggest difterent outcomes or
make society more receptive to change? ( Chambers , I993 , p . 4I )
I1
The analysis wilI foiiow this question format to provide a
background for making the determination of staiking as a
social probl em from an historicai perspective. The
expl oration of dif f erences in def inition as r^reI i as causes
and conseguences provides a perspective for its historicai
importance. The analysis aids in an historicai
classification of the staiking phenomenon and its current
status. Each section in the chapter addresses a layer of the
foundation for problem formulation.
1. Why is the issue being raised as a problem at this moment
in history?
The danger that stalking possesses along with the number
of people Potentialiy at risk of danger make it an issue
important to raise at this time. It has been suggested that
one in twenty people wilI be stalked in hislher lifetime
(Ferez, 1993; Fahnestock, 1993; Tharp, rg93). The number of
peopie currentiy exhibiting stalking traits in the United
states is 200,000 (Perez, r993; strikis, rg93; Fahnestock,
1993)' Publicized stalking deaths of people in almost every
state (Hendricks, 1993 ) add to the existing statistics of the
thousands of poLential stalkers to make this issue a serious
concern. A concern is present f or both genders but no i+here
is it more common than for battered women in our society.
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A I*Ioman's Concern
An aggressive Homen's movement beginning in the 1960's
cai 1 ed attention to the widespread preval ence of viol ence in
intimate rel ationships (Bror+ne & wi l l iams , rgg3 ) . The
viol ence in intimate reI ationships has continued despite this
movement. in fact, domestic viol ence stalking is deemed the
most dangerous and has the highest potential for vi ol ence
(Hart, 1988; Fahnestock, I993 ) . It represents 80 percent of
aIl known stalking cases (E'ahnestock, I993). Stalking is one
form of violence that disproportionatly affects Hornen.
!'linori ty women f ace an even greater chal l enge in an ahusive
rel ationship, sexism and racism pI ace these women in jeopardy
of repeated violence (Bart & Floran, I993). Many are taught
to accept subservient roles to men by their culture and have
littIe knowledge of their rights (star, 1gB7). I,{omen who
choose to leave their batterer are at a 75 percent higher
risk of being ki I I ed than those who stay r+i th the abuser
(Hart, 1988). The t":rease in domestic violence stalking may
be the result of a greater number of battered partners
choosing to I eave.
Women have made strides to bring the issue of battering
to the forefront . Since the mid 1970 's the women's movement
has brought changes in I egisl ation and pubi ic awareness of
abuse in intimate relationships (Browne & WiIIiams, 1gg3).
The ability to leave an abuser and gain independence is more
probable in this decade than in the past.
I3
llomen are gaining influential positions r^rithin our society
and have greater power behind them to focus attention upon
women's issues ( Dyrstad, 1993 ) . The changing rol es of women
to pos i ti ons such as judges , I awyers and congresswomen and
continued invol vement in strong grass-roots movements have
al so brought stal king to the f oref ront . I.tore peopl e have
come to recognize stalking as a destructive hehavior that
emotional 1y scars its victims. There has been increased
movement toward addressing these issues by passing
Iegislation and media coverage of stalking victims in the
past several years (Guy, I993 ) .
Obsessive Behavior: A Serious Concern
The number of stalking statutes passed in the past four
years ref I ects a new awareness that obsessive harassment is
serious behavior ( Guy, 1993 ) . Congressional official s say
the number of threats rose from 394 in 1987 to 556 in 1991
(Tharp, I992). As stated earlier in the conceptual framework
for this study, Chambers (1993) claimed the importance of a
probl em depended upon "the power and status of those r+ho are
defining the problem and urging the expenditure of resources
toward a solution" (p. 7). Members of Congress, judges,
professional athletes and other high ranking and respected
peopl e have been stalkinq victims. When peopl e with status
and power add their influence to those already asking for
action, for instance, battered women, more resources are made
available to address stalking both Iegally and financially.
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Response by the Justice System
Historicai 1 y , prosecuting stalking cases have not been a
priority for Iaw enforcement, prosecutors or judges because
it has not been viewed as serious (Guy, 19g3; Mi I I er, 1993;
Strikis, I993). "This phenomenon has combined with the Iaw's
I ong-standing resistance to recogni zing the seriousness and
tangibitity of emotional harm" (Guy, rgg3, p. ggg). The
serious response to laws by the entire justice system is
important. Laws fai I to provide protection to the publ ic
without the justice system to support them.
The justice system has failed to respond to the problem
of obsessive behavior (Guy, r9g3 ) . "rn the past, stalking
and other crimesf cornmitted primarily against women, were not
high priorities in l aw enforcement" (Mi I 1 er, lgg3 , p. 16 ) .
These attitucies have not signi f icantl y changed and niether
have the priorities. Criminalizing stalking behavior helps
counter the traditional I y dismissive attitudes of I aw
enforcement ( CoI e, 1994 ) . The answer to this probl em is not
so much eriminalizing staiking as it is for a change in
attitudes about the victim by Iaw enforcement.
2. Is it a "new" problem?
In addressing the issue of stai king as a potential
social probl em it is important to examine iis history.
A chronology was adapted from Leddy (1993) to explain the
history of stalking.
l-5
The chronol ogy ( see Figure 4.1 ) i I Iustrates specific dates
and time periods to address an historical context of the
stalking phenomenon, In each time period specific dates are
highl ighted which pl ace emphasis on significant dates .
Staiking is not a new phenomenon (TayIor, I,Iahendra & Gunn,
1983; strikis, r993; Furio, l-993). Love and madness have
I ong been associated together ( SegaI . I 993 ) . The history is
taken from the earliest reference to the present decade. The
changes in definition and the past and present actors
defining the issues are addressed in this section.
The Roman Era
A condition known as "erotomania" has been written about
since the Roman era when Hippocrates, Plutarch and GaIen
ref erred to it as "l ove sickness" (Tayl or, Mahend.ra & Gunn.
1983 Segal, 1989) . In the Roman Era the love of a goddess
was sought by obsessed men. The individual was bei ieved to
be mad and delusions were thought of as an individual's
sickness (Segal , 1993).
The 1?th and IEth Centuries: The Physicians Definition
in the sevent eenth and ei ghteenth centuri es phys i ci ans
diagnosed patients r+ith dif f ering pathoi ogicai variants of
I ove, such as f uror uterrlf us ( nymphomania ) and amor -r.nsanus
( erotomania ) ( Segal , 1993 ) . The medical diagnoses made by a
physician were part of a scientific classification for
sicknesses ciuring this time period.
&ulgu:fuurg #*Jregm &t&rary
. ...-.".,,,.*vY
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There was disagreement about whether passion or mental
illness came first and the terms used to classify them were
often defined differently by each physician ( Segal , I993 ) .
There was IittIe change in definition from the ITth and
18th centuries to the 20th. The medi cai modei was sti 1 1 used
for the id,entification and ireatment of stalking behaviors as
a form of mental illness.
The 1900's 1920's: The Classification of Erotomania
No systematic way of classifying the syndrome of
erotomania was available until the twentieth century r+hen
EmiI Kraepelin developed a description of the disorder
(Sega1, 1993). The DSM-III-R classification used in current
diagnoses is the original formul ation for erotomania as a
subtype of delusional (paranoid) disorder devised by Emi 1
Kraepel in more that 100 years ago ( Sega} , 1993 ) .
Documentation of Erotomania
SegaI (1993) states, "There are relaiively few published
cases of erotomania, making it, difficult to confirm a
consistent pattern, even if one exists" (p. l-254). Few of
the accounts suggest there was knowl edge of the patient's
inner lives, making causes speculative (sega1 , tg93). Most
of the early French literature documenLs cases of erotomania
in women, however, men make up 10-30 percent of the total
recorded cases (o'ReiIly, I993; Taylor, I"lahendra & Gunn,
1983; Segal , I993 ) .
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Erotomania Defined
Erotomania is described in the Diagnostic ManuaI
American Psychological Association (DSI{-iiI-R) as a
delusionai (paranoid) disorcier. Erotomania is:
of the
"ihe ceJl tral therne of an ero tic dej u-*r on that ofle J,s I oved by
another. The deJus-zon usuaiiy ,Joncerns idealized rcrnant:s
I ove and spr riiual unl on rather than .sexua I attraction. Theperson about whom this conviction is jrejd :s usually ofhigher status, such as a famous persan or a superior at work,
anci may even be a comp]ere stranger. Ef forts to cantact the
object of the delusion, through telephone calls letters,gif ts, visits, and even survejJJance and sEa lking are corrunon,
though occesional 1y tj:e person /reeps tfte de] us j on a
sesret" (0'Rei11y, I993, p. 840)
Stai king is one behavior associated with erotomania, this
syndrome is not the primary el ement for stal king . The
phenomenon is most often coupl ed with mental i I Iness. The
diagnosis of erotomania is usual i y made to describe a
cel ebrity stalker, the type researched by Dr. Park Dietz.
A Typical Erotomanic
A brief description of a typical person with this
syndrome is given to provide a greater understanding of the
erotomanic as icientified in DSI'{-IIi-R. SegaI (1993) states,
"The patients are usualiy ...women from modest backgrounds,
while the objects are generai 1y older men in distinetiy
higher social and financiai status" (p. IZEl ) .
i8
The typicai person wiih erotomania, whether maI e or femal e,
1 eads a withdrawn and i onel y existence, most are unmarried,
have had no sexua I encounters f or years at a t j.me , have
menial jobs and are sometimes notabl y unattractive (TayI or,
Mahen,Cra & Gunn, I983; Segai, I993; Perez, i993). An
eNCeFtional 1 y cI ose rel ationship with the mother, 1 ittl e or
no sexual contact and an inabitity to form personal
rel ationships were present in many cases ( Tayl or , i.lahendra &
Gunn, I9B3i. There was no reference to any case in the
i iterature about the ro1 e of the father in the individual
with erotomania.
Vioience in Erotomania: Past and Present
One important feature of erotomania is the potential for
violence when the target of their delusion denies their iove
(Taylor, Mahendra & Gunn. 1983; Sega1, 1993; Hendricks, 1993;
Perez, I993). Men characteristicaiiy exhibit a higher
incidence of violence than Homen and are more iikely to be
part of the penal system rather than in a mental institution
(Tay1or. Mahendra & Gunn, 1983). A romantic interest can
persist for years and may require hospitaiization or iegai
action to prevent further harassment of the victim (Segal ,
1ee3 ) .
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The i989 study conducted by Dr. Park Ei I iot Deitz f ounci
that notes and l etters sent by the staliter are signif icant
indicators of iater violent acts (co1e, I994). Notes and
cal l s r+hich ref l ect messages of shared destiny, such as
statements of , rr we'11 see Jesus together" indicate a higher
potential f or violence than direct threats, such ds, !r i'm
going to kiII you tomorrow" (TayIor, Mahendra & Gunn, I983;
Tharp, i992; Perez, 1993; MilIer, 1993i, indicators of
potenuiai violence are voluminous letters, 
€specially if they
contain semen , lf rine , body parts , ciead animal s , I ocks of hai r
or biood (Perez, 1993). Not aIl stalkers use notes and
I etters before they commit acts of viol ence. A cel ebrity
someiimes receives 1 etters of admiration hefore any viol ence
is exhibited (Perez, I993).
The Love-Obsessive Stalker
A psychol ogical syndrome referred to as i ove-obsession
is most common in men who stalk (Sega1, 1993). Individuais
with a love-obsession usually have no prior relationship with
the victim but fal I in I ove with the victim immediatel y upon
seeing ihem (Ferez, i993; segai, 1gg3). They stalk their
victim from afar, keeping their obsession a secret (Sega1,
r 
^^A \rvvJ J .
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Mentai iIlness, dlthough just one of the many faetors in
stai king, has been an ei emenr in both past and. present
records of stalking. Perez (I993) states, "most stalkers are
mental Iy i i I and want some kind of union wrth the object of
their desire" (p. 273). A particular mental illness, such
as the delusional (paraniod,) disorder, erotornania, is usually
Present in stalkers who have a false impression of love for
their victim. A1i staikers are in some way obsessed r.rith
their victim ( Perez, 1993 ) . Whether it is a d,elusion of i ove
or a feel ing of i oss of control over the victim, some kind of
obsession is invol ved. A i ead,ing expert on stal king, Dr .
Dietz, claims that stalkers often lose contact with reality
and wi I i ignore court orders to stay away ( perez, 1gg3 ) . rt
is important to recognize, however, that mental iilness is
not always associated r+ith stalking.
As time progressed, mental i 1 Iness was thought
to not be as responsible for an individual's behavior as
societal infiuences. SociaI norms were beginning to be
chailenged and a movement towarci greater equality was
attempted by through civil and other grass-roots movements.
The 1960's
rn the 1960's civi I , gay and women's movements began
educating and I obbying f or protecti on of civi I rights . i,io
documented cases of stalking were found, in the literature,
but Strikis (1993) claims most cases of partner vioLenee
considered in stanciard 1 aw t exts are stai king cas es .
2I
It can be ascertained that staiking was present within
domestic viol ence, the workpl ace and against popul ar
individuais during this era. One important inciividual in
this time period was civi i rights l eader, Dr. I,lartin Luther
King, Jr. . The Federai Eureau of Investigations and the
Central intei i igence Aqrency monitored and made covert
attempts to get information about Dr. King throughout ihe
1950 's (!,leianson, 1989) . Dr. Martin Luiher King, Jr " was
consiciered a black man with too much power. The FBi thought
he was a Communist and a threat to the national security of
the UniLed States (MeI anson, 1989 ) . He had 50 recorded.
threats against his i ife from white supremist and bI ack
grouPS jeai ous of his powerf uI position (MeIanson, i98g) . Iie
was assassinated by James EarI Ray on the eveni.ng of Apri I 4,
1968 (b,leianson 1989) .
The efforts of civil, gay and women's groups progressed
during this era in an attempt to address injustice and,
ed,ucate the publ ic about minority, gay and women's issues.
There was an increased, awareness brougrht to the battered
women's movement. Feminists, both bi ack and white, formed,
groups to chal I enge the white, mal e hierarchy. ( Bart & Moran,
1ee3 ) .
The 1970's and 1980's
in the 1970's anci 1980's, a numher of stalking related
deaths occurred . Famous ce I ebri ti es , such as s inger , John
tennon and actresses, Theresa Saidana and Rebecca Schaeifer
were murd.ereci by obsessed fans (Perez, 1993). Whiie famous
personai ities were being stalked by obsessed fans, viol ence
and stalkine of domestic partners continued. The gay
colnmunity also experienced the fear and intimidation of
sta I king during this t ime .
in I978 iiarvey Mi1k, an openly gay supervj,sor, was
assass inated by a co-i+orker . The 1980 ' s brought addi t i ona i
anti -gay viol ence. "Each anti -gay attack is , in effect , a
Punishment for stepping outside cuI turai i y accepted norms"
(l{erek & BerriII, 1992, p. 3). with the gror,rth of the ArDs
epidemic, homosexual men anci women were stalked, beaten anci
even ki i i eci f or their sexual orientation (Herek & Berri i 1 ,
ree2).
In I981, a presidential assassination attempt was mad,e
by a staiker attempting to gain the attention of actress Jodi
Foster ( Perez , 1993 ) . rt is proposed that the increased
poPul ari ty of te 1 evi s I on i ed to the ri s e in the number of
incidents in ce1 ehrity ki t I ings ( perez , 1993 ) .
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The 1990's
In the i990's, dction was taken in the form of state
laws against stalking (Perez, I993) . CaI ifornia passed the
first anti-staiking law in 1990. Public testimony from many
states, the numerous deaths of celebrities by ohsessed fans
and the increased threats to members of Congress (Tharp,
I993 ) , resuited in anti-stalking iar^rs in 48 states (Coi e,
iee4).
in i993, Iesbians in Mississippi attempting to start a
women's retreat center received harassing phone ca1Is and a
dead dog t i ed to the mai I box r,ri th the message "get out
bitches" (Turque, I993 ) . In 1993, in F4ontreaI , Canada, gay
men were being stalked and ki i I ed ( Bart , i993 ) . These
incidents are the reported cases, there are many more no one
r.ri I t hear about . Toi erance f or anyone outs ide the cuL iura I
norm seems to be increasingly wearing thin. it seems not
just obsessed I overs and individual s with mental i i iness are
invol ved in stal king. A resurgence of rel igious ancl anti -
Semetic groups as well as hate filled individuals are
staiking people (Herek & Berrili, I992).
The Chronol ogy, ( figure 4.1 ) was adapted from Leedy
( I 993 ) to expl ain the history of stal king . Each time peri od
highlights significant dates that are important in
understanding the progression of stalking.
Figure 4.1
The writings of
"iove sickness"
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CHRONOLOGY
Roman Era
iiippocrates, Piutarch and Galen refer to
in mal es imagining the i ove of goddesses
1?th 18th Centuries
Physicians refer to pathol ogicai variants of 1 ove, one being
amor -lnsafius ( erotomania )1838- The earl iest account in a psychiatric journal , of a man
anci actress r^rho did not return i:is l ove.
1893- Emi i Kraepel in devel ops a method of understanding
erotomani a in tlani c'Depress ive Insani ty and Paranoia
classifying it as a sub-type of paranoia.
I900- 1920's
1902- 3 documented cases
1913- a mal e stage hand l ove tor+ard a f emal e actress
1918- a woman thoughi King George V, King Edward the ViI
an American general r-lere in iove with her.
1921- 5 documented cases
ano
I9 50 's
April 4, 1968 Dr. I,Iartin Luther King, ir. shot by James Eari
Ray , FB i was "stal king" him.Civi1, gay and women's movement are educating and addressing
issues of domestic viol ence and other rights issues.
L97 0-r980's
19?1- 5 documented cases
1978- i{arvey },1i Ik- gay supervj-sor ki 1i ed by co-worker
1980- I documented case
1981- Attempted assassination of President Ronald Reagan by
John HinckIey, Jr.
1982- Teresa Saldana killed by stalker
1983-1984- Oiivia Newton-John, Cher and Sheena Easton stalked
by Ra1ph Nau.
1986- 2 documented" cases
1988- David Letterman staikeci by Margaret Ray
1989- Rebecca Schaeffer killed by stalker John Bardo
I990's
1990- California passes the first anti-stalking iaw.
1993- 48 states had passed anti-stalking i egislation.
Gay men anci i esbians stal keci in Mississippi and Montreai .
Adapted trom Pau i D. Leedy, ( 1993 ) Pract: caJ .Reseerch.'Planning and Design, p. 225,
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The vaiues and ideol ogies present in society for
defining this issue as a problem have changed over time.
Overreaching institutional ideol ogies and values are
necessary to examine. Vaiues and ideologies of the culture
piay a significant roie in how a problem is defined and if it
is determined, to be a concern.
3 . t{hat are the precedents f or the irieas and val ues being
useri to def ine the probl em?
The historicai precedents used io define this probi em
are simiiar to those used in the domestic vioience materiai
revier+ed f or this study. Chambers ( 1993 ) states rhat vaiues
are concept i ons of r+hat i s pref erred and ideo i ogi es are s ets
of vaI ue statements .
Patriarchal ldeo1 ogy
one ideology important Lo address is the patriarchal
ideol ogy in our society. The term patriarchy refers to both
sociai and famitrial patriarchy. The first refers to male
dominance in society as a whol e, the I atter, mal e dominance
in the family structure (Browne & WilIiams, 1993). The male
in the family has certain expectations of the female and
rol es are r+el I entrenched. "obedience, respect , I oyaI ty,
sexuai access, sexuai fideiity are prominent themes in the
ideoiogy of iamiiiai patriarchy" (Smith, 1990, p. 263).
There is sometimes a perceived need to put a femai e "in
p i ace*' through ihreats or beatings i f expectat i ons are
cha i I enged or broken ( Smi th, i 990 ) .
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A pairiarchal ideol ogy is especiai i y prevai ent in domestic
viol ence sLaiking where power and control are centrai reasons
for violence. The traditionai legaI and cuitural mandates
have been to control women anci have al l owed men to rape.
batter and even kiIi, boih within and outside the famiiy,
esFeciai I y when thei r dominance was threatened (Wi i I iams ,
I983; Stets, 1985; Smith, I990; Browne & PIilliams, i993;
Furio, 1993; Mi i 1 er, i993 ) . Institutional patriarchy is an
almost invisibi e threari in our cul ture, not even questioned
in every day existenee. "The system of capitaiism and its
institutions. . . perpetuate sexism anci racism in their very
structure" (WiIIiams, 1981, p. 21).
SociaI Norrns and Attitudes
A patriarchai ideol ogy, taken further, is in the
societal expectations for men and women. Attitudes in
society are formed through the famiiy and are based primarily
upon those hoi ding the greatest controi ( Smith, I 990 ) .
"Vi ol ence is generated. by the control that the powerfui have
over the powerless" (I^lilliams, i981, p. 19). Traditionally,
the man in the family heid power through control of finances
and ownership of the car and home (Bart & I,loran, i993).
Control is modeleci in the famiiy r+hich transfers into our
society. The act of stalking extends the controi past a
fami i iai rel ationship through the use of threats and
psychological terrorism.
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The nature of vioience is intimateiy linked to an
attitud.e of acceptance by society ( Stets, 1985; Smith, 1990 ) .
The main barriers to discovery of violence against adult
victims I ay in the ingrained sociai norms and publ ic
attitudes regarding the fami ly, the nature of victimisation
and the use of vioi ence ( Star , 1987 ) . The prevai I ing
attitude is that famiiy violence is a personal problem
(strikis, i993; Fahnestock, i993) .
Social attitudes about the importance of women and
minorities are important in validating stalking as a current
soci a I probl em. Soci ety chooses whether a group i s accept ed
or not b}' the way it treats members of that group. Our
society's ideol ogies are based on white, middi e cI ass,
heterosexual rei ationships . Historical I y, the treatment of
anyone vrith a di f f erent sexual orientation has heen cast out
of society through the total negl ect of rights (Herek &
BerrilI, I992). Gay and lesbian relationships are egualiy
prone to incidents of stalking, however, crimes between
homosexuai partners are not treateci seriousiy because of
society's inacceptance . This attitude has I ed to feei ings of
heipiessness on behalf of victims (I4iI1er. 1993).
Stalking is one kind of emotional and psychol ogical
violence that infringes upon two key interests: "society's
interest in protecting persons from attacks CIr actual
physicai danger" and "the protection of persons from iear and
harassment" (o'Reiily i993, p. 835).
Fr.orection fron fear, the protrection of victrms and the righi
to privacy , i iberty and freedom are just a f ew of the vai ues
and icieoi ogies at stake with the existence of stalking.
"Society. . . suffers when a significant portion of its members
cannot exist without fear" ( strikis, i993, p. 278I ) .
Another discussion of egual importance is identitying
the individuais and groups who deiine staiking as a Froblem.
The past va i ues and ideo i ogi es are a signi f i cant part of
determining stalking as a current problem. The issues and
definitions of the probl em given by past actors aI 1 ow a
comparison to deiinitions given by current actors.
4. I{ho def ines this issue as a social probl em and how are
they different from past actors?
The actorE/actresses currently defining this issue are
primarr I y speci ai interest groups supporting battered women
anci high status individuai s such as targeted. cel ebrities and,
pubii.c officiais.
The Current S,ctorsi Actresses
The f ami i ies , rrEighbors and advocates representing
victims are key players in deiining this issue currentl y.
There are more than just individual victims and advocates
invoiveiC. The justice system and f ederai and state
governments have, only recently, made an effort to deiine
this issue (Guy, i993). Those currently deiining Lhe issue
ci assi fy it as obsessive harassment and address it most often
in a iegal manner.
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The current definition has not changeci mueh from the medicai
modei def inition of the past. Staiking bei:aviors,
previous i y treated as symptoms of a si ckness , are sti I i
currentl y connected to ihe eroromanic. Stalking anci its
connections with mental i I lness are sti i I cirawn by many
professionals,
The Past Actors
The past actors defining this probiem, ptrimariiy r^rhite
men, and the current actors who define this issue have
changed . The primary actors cief ining thi s probl em in the
past were psychiatrists and physicians. Past actors defined
this issue with distinci diagnoses of erotomania and. other
forms of delusional syndromes ( SegaI , 1993) . Prior actors
classified mental iilness but made littIe documentation about
the background or severity of problem (segal, rgg3).
From the documentation on this subject, victims did not
have an active part in defining this probiem in the past.
Social and genetic factors were not taken into account in
many cases so a background for the probiems was not
established. The justice system also did littie to address
the phenomenon ( Segal , 1993 ) . The definition of the probl em
has not changed much over time, but as the power and
inf L uence of women' s and minori t y groups grow , the
definitions and the context of the probl em can be expected to
chang e .
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5. t{hat conditions are present now to suggest dif f erent
outcomes or make society more receptive to change?
The change in views about the nature of staiking are
partialiy attributed to a strong women's movement. The
number of peopie potentially at risk and the beiief in
protection of constitutional rights, such as the right to
privacy and i iberty are aI so major eontributing factors .
society is beginning to make incrementai changes by
instituting laws anci gathering information aboui the eifects
of staiking.
The increased amount of i egis l ative l obbying anri
inf ormat i on pres ented to s tate governments has resul ted in
I aws and increased penal ties f or ihe behaviors of stal king
(l+i t 1er, 1993; strikis, rgg3 ) . rn cal if ornia, a Threat
Management Uni t , part of the Los Angel es Poi i ce Department ,
tracks the activities of identified stalkers and provides
information about how victims can protect themselves (perez,
I993). Support groups. such as Citizens Against Staiking in
Vi rEini a , meet monthi y to address concerns of vi ctims and
sirare stori es of stal king ( coI e, 1gg4 ) . Ai 1 of these
activities suggest that stalking is beginning to gain more
attention.
The history of staiking i-s important in understanciing
rhe current defini tions and scope of ihis probi em. The
answers Eo Chamber's (1993) five quesi-ions establishing the
historicai context provicie a background for a current
enaiysis of staLking. Chamber's (i99J) four dimensions
connect past concepts of staiking to the preseni ones.
B, The Four Dimensions of Problem Formulation
The current status of staiking is aciciressed, in the four
dimensions of probl em formul ation. The four dimensions in
problem formulation described by Chambers (I993) are
presented in this portion of the study to (1) provide the
current definitions, (2) identify the causes and.
cons equences , ( 3 ) the val ues anci ideo i ogi es at stake in ihe
probiem and (4) the Iosers and beneficiaries from the
existence of the problem (Chambers, 1993).
1. The Definition of StaIking: Current Status
The first dimension in the prohiem formuiation is the
definition of the probl em. The current definitions for
siaiking are primariil' marie by iawmakers. The phenomenon was
not defined as "staiking" until 1990, by caiifornia iaw
makers seeking an answer to problem (MilIer, I993). The
behavior of individual individual s who stat k is simi I ar to
the verb "staIk", meaning, ( I ) '*to move threateningl y or
menacingl y*' ; (2 ) "to pursue by trackirrg" or ( 3 ) "to go
stealthi1y ...for the purpose of kiiIing or capturing"
(Perez, 1993, p. 265).
The tegal Definition of Stalking
The definition of stalking is revisited in the first
oimension to add clarification to the language. Some terms
within the def inition require aciditional expi anation. A
,Cefinition is made according to my understanding of ihe
officiai definition given by state Iaws. According to the
Ca1 ifornia Penal Code 646 . 9, staiking means : the wi i i fui ,
mai icious and repeated foi I owing or harassment of another
person r+ho makes a credibl e threat r+ith the intent to pi ace
that person in reasonabl e f ear of death or great bodi i y
injury or to place that person in reasonable fear of the
death or great bodily injury of his or her immediate tamily
(Guy, I993; Beck, l-992; Fahnestock, 1gg3; Ferez, 19g3;
o'Rei i i y, 1993; strikis, Ig93; tienciricks. ig93 ) .
Most states have adapteci this l anguage f or the
definition of stal king . The stai king I aw wi I I be tested by
most knowledgable individuals because of the unclear
definitions. Accorriing to the lar^r there must be a credible
threat, which is defined as: a threat macie with Lhe intent
and the apparent abiiity to carry out the threat as to cause
the person who is the target of the threat to reasonabiy fear
for his or her safety or the safety of his or her fami i y. The
threat must be against the life of or a threat to cause great
bodi 1y in jury r.o a person ( caI i f ornia statutes , 1gg0 ) .
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There is a problem r^rith the credible threai requirement.
Accord.ing to Dr. Park Dietz, direct threats are seidom made
and are unrei iabl e incii cators of potentiai oanger ( Perez ,
f993 ) . The reasonabi e fear parameter in the oeflnition of a
credibi e threat aI so seems vague. A threat to an
individual 's saf ety coul d potential i y be taken out of
context. Anyone who felt frightened by a gesture or word
that was made innocently couid claim they were being stalked.
Harassment: The Common Factor in Stalking
A conlmon factor in staiking is some form of harassment
of the vi ctim. Harassment , in this study r+i 1 i mean: the
rePeated, intrusive or unwanted acts , r^lords or gestures that
are intended to adversel y affect the safety, security and
privacy of another regarcil ess of the rei ationship betr+een the
actor and the intended target (Mi'i statutes, tggz, sec.
609.748). Harassment. reported by many of the victims in
thi s study , is one of the greates t st resses of being sta i ked .
The act of staiking includes harassing behaviors such as:
repeated, threatening or unwanted phone calls and letters;
kidnapping of the victim, the victims fami i y or pets;
repeated foi i owings; destruction of property; threats; rape;
physicai and verbal abuse; and murder (f'ahnestock, Ig93).
The definition of staiking is not universal Iy
recognized. There is vague Ianguage in the definition which
is used in state Iar^r throughout the country .
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The ianguagre is currentiy challenged by those who beiieve it
hinciers constituti onai rights , those charged with the crime
and women's groups r^rho claim it is just another unsupported
band-aid 1aw. Definitions are misinterpreted and difficul t
to understand but were thought to be important in making a
determinati on about what stai king shoul ci encompass . The
d.efinitions for these acts were not weii thought ouL anci iaws
were too hasti I y made.
The causes and consequences of stalking are eguai 1 y as
conf using as the cief inition. The reasons f or stalking wi i i
vary accorcii-ng to the source of the inf ormation.
The following riimension suggests some hypothesizeci cau5es and
the exPressed consequences of stalking made by the victims.
2. The Causes and Consequences of Stalkinq
The second dimensi on in probl em ident i f i cat i on inc I udes
the expressed cause ( s ) and conseguence ( s ) of the probl. em
(chambers, 1993). The causes are described by the experts in
the field of staiking. The conseguences of staiking are
described by stalking victims and the literature reviewed, ior
the study.
The Causes of Stalhing
The causes of stal king vary signi fi cant i y according to
the source. It mighl be for revenge at one time or for i ove
the other. The literature for this study ciaims there are a
vast array of reasons for staiking, none of them easi iy
understood by most.
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Dr. Park Dietz, a forensic psychoiogisL and an authority on
stalking behaviors, claims there are six specific reasons
individuals stalk (Cole, I994). The most common types ano
reasons are:
The batterer Most likely of all staikers to kiil the
vi ct ir..r.
The pervert Stalks men, women and chiidren who appeai to
him/her sexuaiiy.
fhe jilted lover Attempts to renew
ffte deI usi onal 
- 
Bei ieves tre/ she is
famous person,
the re i at i onship .
owed something from a
fhe psychotr c 
- 
MTV be a stranger r+ho f eei s re jected by the
vi ctim.
The narcissist Usuaily dif ficult to recognize because
he/she is usual i y a professional or
overachi ever, they wi I I destroy anyone who
crosses them (CoIe, I994, p. 33).
"The most common type of stal ker is the ji I t.ed l over who
seeks revenge against the woman who spurned him, stalking
enabi es him to regain a sense of control and power" ( Col e,
1994, p. 34).
Current Etiology of Stalking
Especial 1y pertinent to the discussion of stalking are
arlswers to the etioiogy of the problem. Kettner, Moroney &
Martin ( 1990 ) c1 aim. . . "Etioi ogy emerges from the theoretical
and research 1i terature on the topi c and an unciersLanding of
the history and deveiopment of the probiem" (p. 40).
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Concerns raised in answering this qtuestion are part of the
f ramework f or identi tying the cause ( s ) of the probl em
(Kettner, Moroney & Martin, 1990). Two Eypes of mental
i I iness, e Eotomania anci l ove-obsession, are of ten involved in
staiking (Tharp, 1992; Beck, 1993; Miiler, 1993; Fahnestock,
1993; Guy, 1993; Hendricks, 1993; Ferez, igg3 ) . The etiol ogry
of these mental i I inesses is addressed to give aciciitionai
causal e:{planations for the phenomenon of stalking currently.
Some individuals who stalk believe their victim is in
1 ove wi th them and wants to be pursued ( pe re?., 19 93 ) . An
intense interest in the media, an inabi i ity to devel op
meaningful reiationships, a history of unsuccessful efforts
to establ ish an identity and a desire for recognition and
attention are al. i common traits of stalkers (Perez, i993 ) .
Current Stalking Classifications
Stalking is general 1y classified in three areas. The
first and most preval ent kind of sialking is domestic
violence stalking. The second classification of staiking is
workplace harassment. The third classification, ceiebrity
stalking, was the first type to be formatiy studied in 1gg0
(fahnestock, I993 ; Ilendricks, 1993 ) .
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Domestic Violence Stalking
Domestic violence sLaiking usuai iy involves a iormer
Iover or spouse (Beck, I992; Miiier, I993; Eureau of Justice,
1992 ) . It often accompanies abuse within a violent
rel ationship and happens most of ten r.rhen a person threatens
or attempts to leave or takes lega1 action against the abuser
(Eeck L992; Furio, 1993; Browne, Williams, i993; Miiler.
i993 ) . I,{,oiivation f or aggression by some hatterers was a
chailenge to their dominant ro1e. In domestic vioience
stai king , the batterer seeks power and controi over the
victim, the result may be the murcier of the victim. The
threat of separation made by a iover or spouse was taken by
the batterer to represent intoierable desertion, r€jecrion,
or abandonment, kiiling their partner was a reaction to a
prior of f ence against them (Browne & I^iii iiams, I993) . The
primary reasons for stalking are revenge and an attempt io
regain control (Cuy, I993).
Iilork Place Stalking
A stranger is typicai i y involved in both ceI ehrity and
work place stalxing. Work place stalking usually involves
harassment of the victim. Work p1 ace stalking occurs beiween
strangers , most often, when one person becomes obsessed with
the other with:-n the wori< piace (Fahnestock, 1993). Ir
superior or attractive co-worker is oiten the object of
another employee with a delusion of Iove or inLense
obsess i on .
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CeI ebri ty Stal kins
Researeh shows that 90 percent of ce I ebrity stal kers
suffer from mentai iilness (Fahnestock, I993). The famous
Personaiity is usually stalked by an obsessed fan (Perez,
1993)' The delusion of love may be strengthened by the level
of intimacy created when celebrities are seen every night on
teievision in the stalker's home (perez, Igg3). In rnany
cases the stalker expresses a desire to be near the famous
personality (Perez, 1gg3) .
There is usual i y a dif f erent cause anci consequence f or
each type of staiking. The pathways each takes vary
according to the type of staiker and their victim. A tool
for describing the connections between the causes and the
consequences is a causal chain,
Causal Chains of Stalking
Causal relationships are made to demonstrate the way a
sociai condition in this case, stalking, goes from the
perceived consequence ( s ) to the hypothesi zed cause ( s ) .
Solutions to a perceived. social probl em can be created hy
breaking a pari of the chain. The i i I ustration of stal king ,
is read backr^lard from its perceived conseguences to Lhe
causes. Causal chains are f ormeci to assist in understanding
the comPlexity oi the phenomenon. "A causal chain consists
of a set of events or variables or factors arranged in a time
sequence that shows the social probl em event that is to be
explained" (Chambers, 1993, p. 1G).
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Chambers (I993) goes on to say, causal chains are not meant
to fulIy expiain the problem but to be one plausibie
expianation. Figures 4.2-4,4 are examples of causal chains
which have been adapted using the chamber's (i993) mooel to
"expiain" each classification of staiking discussed' in this
s tudy .
Figure 4 .2
ZIU
CAUSAL CHAiN- Hypothesized Steps in Domestic
Vi oI ence Stal king
(
Victim continues
Lo he harassed(retaliation
against him/her )for poliee action
StaIker
recordsget the
addr es s
llCAC
to
new
(
I**rted from DonaId
lchambers, I993 p.
_-tI:.. t
?_]1
Staiking
vi ctim i eaves
Staiking
vi ctim stays
Vi ct im obtains
iegai help
Stalking
of partner
Feei ings cf
abandonment
Need, for
control
Domestic Violence
in relationship
Partner
1 eaves
Sta I ker cont inues t o
harass the vi ct im
Figure 4.3
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CAUSAL CHAIIi- Hypothesized Steps in tfork PIace
Stalking
Sta I king resul ts in the poss i b i e
abduction of a pet or fami 1 y
member or murder of the victim
by the obsessed employee
The boss conf ronts the emp I oyee
or denies the feel ings of
"Iove" the employee believes
the boss has for herlhim
Emp 1 oyee
pe rs ona I
boss eg.
begins to steal
items f rom thekeys, photos
Begins to fol1ow the boss
or begins survei I i ance of
boss ' s activi ti es
home
the
The recognition
strengthens the
obs ess i on
Employee is thankedfor the gesture
Empi oyee becomes
obsessed i^rith boss
Starts to
do favors
for the boss
>
[*"nted from Donara s.]
f,namners, 1993 p. trl
Figure 4.4
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CAUSAT CHAIN- Hypothesized Steps of Celebrity
Stalking
Voluminous letters with
a lock of hair enclosed
>
I **nt ed f rom Dona Id E I
I cframbers, 1993 p. I?l
Obsessed fan fol I ows the
ceI ebrity and continues to
harass the person
Expressi ons of admi rati on
and shared d.est iny are
added to the l etters
Fan continues to see
the celebrity
Cel ebrity sencis
a response to the
fan
Fan
on
sees ceiebrity
television
Fan sends
a 1 etter to
the ceI ebrity
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The Consequences of Stalking
A numher of things can be Iearned from the causal
chains. Stalkers do not always use 1 ethal viol ence, often
they harass and insti 1 I fear in the victim. According to the
I iterature , stal king cases usuai i y have some simi I arities in
how they begin and end but not all foilow the same path. Each
scenario shows how an ineident of stalking could go.
The consequences of stalking for individual victims
ranges in severity from fear to murder of the victim. The
seven cases reviewed for this research reveal a variety of
expressed. consequences f or the vi ct im. Cases are identi f i ed
by Ietter (a) through (e) to protect the identities of
victims.
Case A
Case (a) has been staiked since 1979. Her husband made
it clear to her she would never escape. He found her and
l eft a note where she stayed, statingr, " cl osure means
death. " He has broken into her current home many times
stealing items or moving them around. She says, "It feels
Iike another person is living here but can't be seen."
Case B
Case (b) has a neighbor stalking her- She had been
subjected to many disturbing acts, having unpaid services
delivered to her house that she did not order, and
threatening her. She taiked to almost everyone in the
justice system to get help and protection.
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Case (b) confronted her stalker, even attempting to extradite
him back to Palestine. She claims the effeets of stalking
are extreme stress, fear and an inabi I ity to defend hersel f .
Although witnesses have seen the acts, she has been told by
police unless he harms her physically there is nothing they
can do.
Case C
Case (c) involves tl.ro females, a mother and her
daughter. The consequences of stalking for them have been
nervous breakdowns, nightmares, stress and feel ings of fear,
anger . The sta I ker i s a previ ous boyf ri end who repeatedl y
calls in an effort to re-establish a relationship. lilhen
action was taken against him or he was confronted, he would
retaliate. He has smashed the windows out on their car, set
fire to the home of a friend of the family. pulled the fire
alarm in their apartment building and threatened to rape the
daught e r .
Case D
Case (d) has ohtained a restraining order against her
stalkers. Abortion foes harass her night and day at home and
in PuhI ic pI aces because of her position at a women's heal th
clinic. She has had her address and phone number distributed
to protesters resulting in her house being picketed and knows
a co-worker who was stalked and killed. Case (d) claims the
effects of staiking are fear, intimidation and stress.
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Case E
Case ( e ) knew her stalker in co1 I ege. She received
threatening phone calls at work which ultimately resulted in
the I oss of her job. She has reason to bel ieve the stal ker's
threats af ter having her car ti res s I ashed, windows srnashed
and voluminous phone calls. One of the statements made by
her expresses the para I yz ing ef f ects of sta I king .
"I srt rn the middle of the f|oor listening to my phone
ring , para I yaed, wi th f ear , and af raid to go
outsjde to get away."
case ( e ) says she cannot trust peopl e I ike she used to
because of her experience,
Case F
case (f) is a couple that lost their daughter to a
stalker. A woman stal ked their daughter for four months then
murdered their daughter and her boyfriend. They cIaim "1aw
enforcement has to take this seriously or we won't go
anywhere . "
Case G
case (g) was stalked by a person she sent to jaii in
1984. She has had eight car tires slashed and spray painted
Pornography on her home. Because of her position as a judge
she obtained police protection. She says she felt it was not
fair knowing that others wou1d. not receive such protection.
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3 . The Va I ues and i deo I ogi- es at Stake
The ihird dimension important in prohlem formulation is
the values and ideol ogies at stake. This dimension is
eurrent I y addressed. by the protecti on of civi 1 rights , rights
of privacy and I iberty, freedom of sPeech and association '
The i aek of protection for some members of society is of
particul ar concern. The justice system heI ieves that
emotional trauma is not as serious as physical trauma (Guy,
1g93 ) .
4, The Losers and Beneficiaries
The f ina I dimens i on necessary in probl em f ormul at i on i s
who I oses and benefits from the existence of the probl em.
The groups and individuals who gain or benefit for the
particular problem wiil either take steps to prevent action
or claim it is not a concern.
The Losers
Stal king can happen to anyone regardl ess of Positi on,
race, religion or economic status (l4i1ler, 1993; Pereu,
1gg3 ) . Iden and Fromen in publ ic rol es as actors, musicians,
professional athletes or person in a high ranking Position
are Largets for celebrity stalkers (Beck, 1992; O'Rei1ly,
1993; Fahnestock, I993; Perez , f993 ) . John Lennon, OI ivia
Ner,lton-John, Cher, Theresa SaIdana, Rebecca Schaef f er and
David Letterman are among the celebrities who have been
stalked by an obsessed fan.
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John liinckl ey, Jr. , the man convicteci of attempting to
assassinate former President Ronald Reagan, stal ked actress
Jodie Foster. In I992, two [4innesota women were stalked and
ki I' I ed by co-workers (Dyrstad, i992 ) . There have also been
cases involving fired emFioyees who threatened or kiiled co-
workers after staiking them (Ferez, IggS).
Almost anyone can become a stal king vi ctim but those at
the greatest risk are in domestic viol ence re} ationships.
Women are more at risk of domesti c vi ol ence stai king ( pe ter. ,
1993 ) and the ma jority of battered, women elrperience it in
some form (MiIler, 7993). Statistically, women lose the most
from the existence of stalking. This fact makes them one of
the biggest losers from the existence of stalking. Individuai
members of society are at risk when the protection of freed.om
of privacy and 1 i berty are negl ected ( Dyrs tad, I g 93 ) .
The Beneficiaries
There are many Iosers in stalking but the benefits
remain wi th the stal ker . A knowl edge of the l ar.r and a desi re
to gain revenge or a delusion of love keeps stalkers from
being deterred by I aws . "The ingenui t y and gui I e exhi bi ted by
some offenders is nothing short of remarkabi e" ( CoI e, 19g4,
p . 34 ) . Even when in prison a stai ker can sti I I reach the
victim. Herbert Bruce Lemont, stalked. a woman f rom his jai 1
celi for years diverting her mail to the prison (Cole, 1gg4).
stalkers kil i their victim even when a I egal means for
protection has been secured by the victim.
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Many victims had an Order for Protection in their possession
when kiiled (Beck, 1993).
Those -vlho Believe Stalking is Not a Problem
There are several groups that beiieve stalking is not a
serious problem. l,Iost of the groups are opposed to the laws
against stalking claiming they are overbroad and hinder
peoPle's rights. The American Civil Liberties Union has
argued that stalking I aws infringe upon constitutional rights
(Fahnestock, f993). The Fourteenth Amendment rights of due
process and the First Amendment rights of freedom of speech,
assembly, petition for the redress of grievances and the
exercise of rei igion are the rights they cI aim are at risk
(Fahnestock, 1993). Other proponents believe current laws
are suffieient and sLiIl others think since domestic violence
laws are not being upheld currently why bother with a law
against stal king ( Fahnestock, 1gg3 ) .
The justice system does not currently treat stalking as
a probl em. The bel ief is these acts are "minor and time
consuming to investigate" (Fahnestock, 1993, p. ?B? ) . Judges
have been observeci tel l ing stalking victims to "work it out"
with their stalker (Guy, 1993 ) . Official s in the Domestic
Violence Unit of the Minneapolis police department do noL
separately classify stalking on their computers.
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CHAPTER V
FINDIHGS AHD LII"IITATIOT{S
The findings in this study point to stalking as a
serious problem. iioweverr its recognition as a social
problem is confoundeci by those beiieving that staiking
affects only a minor portion of the population (Guy, 1gg3).
Stalking is a social problem r+hich has received iittie
recognition by the justice system and only some attention by
the pubi ic over the past five years . The bel ief by many
officials is that a stalker is merely an inconvenience to the
vi ctim. "The general sentiment has been that obsessive
behavior that causes only mental anguish is not serious
conduct, and therefore it does not warrant a serious remed,y"
(Guy, 1993, p. 1000). This fact has been echoed by the
testimony of stalking victims as r+el1.
The findings of this stud"y point out serious emotional
effects of being stalked. The data for these figures come
from individual testimony from 1993 Minnesota Senate
Legislative hearings. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the
expressed effects of statking upon the victim and the
re1 ationship the victim had to the stalker. Figure 5. I shows
the victims expressed stress as a result of being stalked.
Fear anci anger were most commonl y expressed. Four of the
cases exPressed f ee 1 ings of paranoi a as an ef f ect of being
siaiked.
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Sl eepl essness, frightmares and nerVous breakdowns are
addiiional effects expressed by the victims as a resul t of
staiking. Aii of rhe staiking victims were female.
Figure 5. I Expressed Effects of Staiking on the Victim
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Figure 5.2 Victim's Relationship to the Stalker
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Figure 5.2 shows that aI I the victims, with the exception of
case ( d) , kneur the stal ker . The findings of this study
support current statistics, €special 1 y that of domestic
viol ence stalking. Instances of stalking as they exist
currently are mirrored in these findings. The majority of
the victims are women and knor.r the identity of their stalker.
Stalking is a serious social problem but what seems to be
most evident is that both awareness and reporting have
increased.
5I
Primary Factors for the Increase
This increasingi y reported and potential i y i ethal acc is
receiving more attention due to three key factors . The f i rst
of these three is the status of women and aclvocaey groups f or
crime victims. Since the I950's women increasingiy have more
FoI"Ier and status to effect change. I.lomen continue to make
the publ i c aware of partner abuse and chi I d abuse , crime and
inequal i ty in the treatment of minorities and femal es within
the justice sysiem. Anyone can he a victim of stalking but
women are at the greatest risk especially when attempting to
ieave a domestic vioience relationship. Much of the struggie
to have serious attention focused upon staiking has been made
by women r+ho recognize stalking as a serious maLter.
The second factor is an increased recognition that
staiking violates human and civil rights. Current laws
against stal kinq are based upon these rights . StaI king is
being addressed by state laws but society and the general
pubiic remain misinformed and confused about the issues as
wel L as the severity of the problem (cole, rgg4) . The
Minnesota state Anti -5taI i<ing Law mandates training f or the
justice system on stalking (MN. statutes, rgg2, 490.30), but
few experts exist to address the issues of stalking (Ferez,
1ee3).
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The third factor importani in the increase is the
attention focused upon stalking by the media. Sinee the 1989
shoot ing of Theresa Sa I dana , newspapers and magazines , taI k
shows and teI evision mini-series have covered stories of
stal king vi ctims and stal kers . The media hel ped create
greater recognition of the stalking probl em within the publ ic
sector. These three factors have i ed to an increase in
awareness and the amount of attention stalking has received
in the past five years.
Limi tati ons
The small number of documented cases found in the
l iterature throughout history was one l irni iation of this
study. A few cases remarked upon stalking behaviors,
however, most of documented research on the topic has been by
psychiatrists where mental i I lness was the focus. The
history of the phenomenon is sketchy , the i i terature
neglected the stalking of minorities and homosexuals and Ieft
undocumented "bIanks" in the decades between the 1930's and
1960 's . There has been on"e study on stal kers conducted in
1990, by forensic psychiatrist, Dr. Park EI I iot Dietz
( Perez , 1993 ) . This study i ooked at one type of sialking,
anai yzing the potential for viol ence and determining who
would be likeIy to approach a ceiebrity.
An historicai study of stalking is original research in
the f ield of sociai work; theref ore, descriptiorrs,
explanaiions and classifications for the phenomenon are taken
from other studies based upon a medical modeI. inferences
were made about the meaning of some periods in history. Ii
was presumed that stalking has existed throughout history
however this was not fuliy documented in the literature.
Meaningful conclusions are difficul t to draw without
addi ti ona 1 inf ormat i on about the phenomenon 
.
A second limitation of this study was a lack of
interviews with victims and stalkers. The historicaL
research for this study reveal s , however, that potential
benefits exist in ciiscovering missing data that could prove
helpful for future personal interviews, Prior definitions
for stalking were helpful in gaining an understanding of the
phenomenon and predict future trends.
An additional limitation in the study !,ras the
determination of its significance. The significance of the
stalking problem was hinciered by its iack of recognition as a
crime . There was a I ack of statisti cal data avai I abi e
through the state and nationai crime agencies on staiking to
shor+ the extent of the problem.
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CHAPTER VI
IT.iPL I CAT I ON S
Staiking has serious impl ications for the future. The
I ack of research studies on the issue of stai king is
troubiing. The Ilterature found regarding this topic,
including Lhe research conducted by women's groups, is
minimal . The majority of research has come from legal and
psychiatric journals. There were no journal articl es found
in Ssrcial work Research. social work Abst_racts or The
Reader's Guide t_g Periodicel Li ter ture. The new I y
resurfaced phenomenon of stalking has plagued our society for
decacies. ignorance and misunderstanding of this issue has
Ied to hundreds of murders. Based upon two indicators, the
potential I y viol ent nature of the estimaied 200 , 000 stal kers
and the increase in domestic violence (Guy, 1993 ) , staiking
will undo.iUtedly continue its upward trend without some form
of intervention.
A. Social Hork
Research on stalking must be continued by social workers
to uphold standards of ethical conduct by the profession.
According to the Code of Ethics of the l.iational Association
of social I.lorkers ( r993 ) , a social worker, "should take
responsibi i ity for identifying, devel oping, and fuI 1 y
uti 1 i zing knowl edge for professional practice" ( p. 2 ) .
trtr
I t is not just out of duty that social workers protect
cI ients but one that the social work profession has i obbied
for the right to do. The laek of knowledge about statking by
the soeial work profession ultimateiy prevents clients from
being protected. The phenomenon of stalking and its victims
has remained anonymous to much of the social work professi on
for decades. The time has come to address it as a research
topic.
The one major study of staiking centered upon the
celebrity stalker (Perez, I993). staiking victims have
received i ittl e or no attention from researchers. The
victims' knowledge and experience can educate and inform the
social work fiei d about the issues of concern. The cases
f rom this study reveal that experiencing this kind of
terrorism brings with it a range of reactions for the victim,
from fear and anger to paranoia.
Social workers who know and understand the impl ications
of stal king consequent 1y are better equipped to assist anci
advocate for stalking victims. Social workers can assist
stalking victims rnuch the same as someone with post traumatic
stress disorder. A social worker can empower the stalking
victim through recognition of feelingsr corrrrseling and
acivocacy. A social worker must place recognitlon upon
cul turai and gender issues as wei i as the vi ctimi zati on .
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The victims of staiking come from aii backgrounds. culiures
and races r many observe di f f erent bel i efs about sharing
personai incidents and obtaining help from a professional .
This issue is not limited to heterosexual relationships. The
cul ture and sexual orientation of staiking victims and
stalkers must be recognized and, addressed by social workers.
Treating the [tental Illness
Menta1 i I lness , invol ved in many of the stal king cases ,
is sti I i primari i y I eft to private treatment . The
deinstitutional ization of patients with mental i I Iness has
resulted in a greater number of disturbed individuals without
aPPropriate intervention f or deI usi onal / obsessive ciisorders .
Treatment for individuai s with mental i I Iness has been
dramatically reduced in recent years. The misunderstand.ing
of stai king behavior by some professional s has made
identification and treatment for erotomania and love
obsessions inadequate. The resul t has been more individual s
without hei p for thei r mental i I I ness and I ess protecti on for
the public from dangerous individuals.
CI assifying Stal king
Measurement of s ta l king , r^rhi ch is part of val idating
sLalking as a problem, has been deterred by its lack of
classification as a crime category (Guy, 1993). Individuai
instances of sLaI king wi i i not be counted without a cI ear
deiinition anci understand.ing of the phenomenon.
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More importantly, without stalkinq being taken seriously by
our cu1 ture lt wi I I not warrant attention as a serious social
problem.
Protection of the Victim
Protection of siaiking victims is compromised when the
judicial system does not recognize staiking as a significant
probl em. Vi ctims of partnership vi o I ence who are women r a
minority or homosexual have historically been ignored by
police (Bart & l.{,oran, 1993). PoIice claim that the aets of
stalking being misdemeanor offences are just too burdensome
to justify the necessary paperwork (Cuy, igg3 ) . A
misdemeanor offence is the i east punitive and often is not
more than a "s I ap on the r.lri st " , resul ting in a f ew hours in
jai I and a fine. The frustration for victims is real . The
courts are overwhelmed and police are afraid to arrest a
stalker for fear of being stalked themselves (PogemiIIer.
1gg3).
AI though domestic viol ence survivors have deal t with
stalking for years, historically, the police response was to
downpl ay the seriousness of the incident ( CoI e , 1994 ) . The
I ack of serious treatment of the viol ence and threats add,s to
feel ings of powerl essness and re asserts the notion of women
as second cl ass. In the past, a stalking victim r^ras toid to
obtain an order for protection as the legal method to
stopping the offender (Mi I I er, Ig93 ) .
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The vi ct ims are ki i i ed wi th the order f or prot ect i on in thei r
Possess i on ( Beck , 19 93 ) . These at ti tudes and the igrnorance
of the justice system and the pubi ic must be addressed to
protect the rights of alI ciients,
Future Research
The need for future research into the matter of stalking
is extremel y important. Future research in stalking must
address ways to help both the stalker anci stalking victim.
Stalkers do not receive appropriate attention from the mental
heal th and judicial systems. Proaetive methods to address
the stalking behaviors are not currently used. stalkers are
ahle to continue threatening behavior almost completeLy
devoid of restrictions. Stalkers faee Iittle stigma from
society for their actions, 
€speciai i y if they target a
minority or homosexual.
Victims suffer from a lack of response to these crimes
as wei I as the few services avai i abl e to them. The
mistreatment of women, rTrirrorities and homosexuals suffering
from these hateful crimes should be changed. Additionai
research on the prevalence and effects of stalkingr would add
to the justification for services, Professionals working in
the fields of mental i1 ]ness and domesLic violence would, add
to an already broad knor+Iedge base about violence and
stal king. Many professional s aI ready work with either
stalkers or stalking victims.
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Research on policies and evaluations of meLhods used in
training and assisting staiking victims wili be useful for
greater recognition of this phenomenon. The anonymity anci
misunderstanding of this issue can be 1 inked to the 1 ack of
research on the topic, but most importantly. the lack of
victim credibility by society and justice officials.
Laws anci pol ici es about sLal king shoul d. be anal yzed to
assess the scope of the probl em( s ) and method ( s ) to address
it in an effective manner. ImpI ementation and evaluation of
training programs should be produceci as weli. Information
shouid be gathered concerning the unoerstanding of this
phenomenon by the publ ic sector, judicial system and other
human service professional s .
The use of interviews with staiking victims could, be
extremel y beneii ci al to the social work ti eI d in
comprehending the victim's experience and methods of
assisting stalking victims. An expl oratory study of this
topi c coul d further devel op a more useful definition and
greater understanding of the stal king phenomen,orl 
.
Sta I kers Are l{ot Deterred hy the Lan
Legai meihods do very litt1e to stop the ci.etermined
stalker. The stalker is not hindered by a piece of paper
issued by the I aw. Laws are not onl y ignored hut toyed wi th
by a stalker. A stalker knows how far he/she is permitted to
go before breaking the I aw.
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The stal ker has di f ferent reasons for his/her predatory
behavior and usually has some type of mental illness. Some,
in the cases of hate crimes, do not care about punishment for
the crimes. Laws cannot soleIy address staiking crimes. A
combination of approaches to this problem are needed.
Social controls may be useful in addressing this type of
problem. "Establishing a normative control may be an
effective deterrent for some would-be-stalkers" (Strikis,
1993. P. 2780 ) ' When stalkers he1 ieve it is against the
moral standards of the society, some of the potential
stalkers may be deterred. As Fahnestock (Igg3) states, "It
is only when attitudes change about the position of women,
and the belief is no longer held that it is acceptable to
abuse and harass women, that the killing r-riiI stop" (p. g04).
Unti I our cul ture accepts this bel i ef about the t reatment of
women and recognizes its responsibi I ity for protecting its
members, stal king, I ike many other social probl ems wi I i not
be addressed. crimes against women, rTrinorities and
homosexual s wi I I not be counted unl ess our society recogni zes
these people are important. Statking poses the citizens of
the united states with a significant problem. stalking
involves intrusion into privacy, causes emot,ional anguish,
and potential iy affects thousands of people. The recognition
of its victims is key to acknowl edging its existence as a
socia I probl em.
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CHAPTER VI I
RECOH}4ENDAT I ON S
Knowledge of appropriate methods for addressing stalking
remain unc I ear . The behavi or of sta I kers both f rightens and
threatens the safety of many in our society. Based upon this
research, three recommendations are made, (1) track staikers'
activities , (2i assist the vict.ims, and ( 3 ) train the
professionals.
1. Track the Stalkers
The firsl recommendation is for a computer tracking
system, similar to that of the Los Angeles PoIice Department
Threat I'{anagement Unit. This system is useful in traeking
individuals who e4hibit stalking behaviors so that they are
being watched and police are aware of their activities. The
system will also assist in keeping statistical information on
the number of stalking cases in the state. The fact that it
would be classified as a crime and tracked, would add to the
credibility of victims anci significance of the problem,
2. Support the Victims
The cases reviewed in the research suggest stalking is a
type of viol ence which involves extended periods of
psychoiogical trauma from threats of violence. "victims
suffer substantial and Iasting emotional injuries from their
ordeal" (Guy, I993, p. ggG).
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Support groups for stai king vietims are recommended to
address issues of concern and support victims and others
af f ected by this viol ence. In Guidel ines f or l,lentaI HeaI th
Practitioners in Domestic VioI ence Cases, Schechter ( 1987 )
recommends support groups as one method of vaiidating the
exFerience of the battered woman. The methods used in this
booklet could he utilized for stalking victims as well.
Interagency collaboration is also recommended by these
guidel ines and could be useful in addressing this topic.
Stalking and partnership violence have gone together for a
I ong time and shoul d be recogni zed and treated seri ous I y .
Stalking is so akin to domestic viol enee that the treatment
of victims and the training of professionals would be weil
addressed by advocates within this movement.
3. Train the Professionals
A comprehensive understanding of this phenomenon is
vital in helping victims and bringing this issue to the
forefront as a social probl em. The domestic viol ence
prof essional s have more than thirty years of knowl edgre to
share. SociaI workers and other helping professions should be
trained to understand stalking and methods to address it.
The justice system must also be trained to handle staiking
cases more appropriatel y , putting greater emphasis upon
protection of the victim as well as understanding the
dynami cs of stal king behavi or .
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The generai pubiic shouid be aware of methods to protect
themsei ves againsL stai kers and how to respond if they are
stal ked . Everyone shoui d recogni ze hor.r serious this behavior
is whether it happens to them or not.
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